
September 21, 2015

Dana Thompson
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
Via email only to dana.thompson@epa.ohio.gov

RE: Comments on “Proposed General Permits for Natural Gas Compressor Stations and
Similar Facilities”

Dear Ms. Thompson:

I offer the following comments on behalf of the FreshWater Accountability Project as lead
organization along with  co-signor organizations identified at the close of this letter, and fifteen (15)
individual citizen activists identified below.  We comment upon the proposed “general permit”
regulations for compressor equipment and facilities related to the natural gas pipeline industry.

Preliminarily, we object to the abbreviated period allowed for submission of early comments.
We believe that this, not the later legally-required regulation proposal-and-comment phase, is going to
be treated by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency as the more crucial stage of this rulemaking,
when the new permitting policy will become essentially final.  As such, it violates O.R.C. Chapter 119. 
The period of time for commenting - two weeks -  is thoroughly inadequate, given the importance and
complexity of the rulemaking. Serving the convenience of natural gas pipeline enterprises which plan to
construct pipelines willy-nilly across Ohio seems to be OEPA’s paramount aim.

General permits such those defined by this rulemaking establish standardized permit terms and
conditions for categories of sources that are numerous and similar in nature. Obviously, the idea of
general permitting here is to eliminate the need to develop separate air permits tailored to each
individual facility application the agency receives. A general permit program also mean that air-
permitting authorities generally need not provide an opportunity for public comment prior to authorizing
construction or modification of an individual source pursuant to a general permit. 

But as proposed, OEPA’s general permitting scheme does not properly address several
requirements of the Clean Air Act, and federal and state regulations implementing the act. These
shortcomings are detailed below.

1.  OEPA must either alter the proposal to provide uniform terms and conditions,
or provide a 30-day public comment period prior to authorizing construction

or modification of each individual source



Typically, public participation is not required prior to issuing a general permit registration to an
individual source, based on the presumption that all facilities authorized under the same general permit
will be subject to uniform terms and conditions.

While the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requires state and local air permitting
authorities to provide a 30-day opportunity for public comment prior to issuing a standard permit,  the1

Ohio EPA does not propose a comparable period prior to issuing a general permit registration to an
individual source. 

2. OEPA is trying to capitalize on the benefits while avoiding the burdens
of general permit-style regulation

 Perhaps OEPA’s logic is that (1) the public has an opportunity to comment on the general
permit when the air permitting authority initially developed the general permit, and (2) no additional
public comment period is necessary because general permits are standardized documents that will not be
tailored on a case-by-case basis to individual sources.  Indeed, this is what the U.S. EPA contemplates:

In cases where standardized permits have been adopted, EPA and the
public need not be involved in their application to individual sources as long as
the standard permits themselves have been subject to notice and opportunity to
comment. . . . A general permit is a single permit that establishes terms and
conditions that must be complied with by all sources subject to that permit. The
establishment of a general permit provides for conditions limiting potential to

40 C.F.R. § 51.161 Public availability of information.1

(a) The legally enforceable procedures in § 51.160 must also require the State or local agency to

provide opportunity for public comment on information submitted by owners and operators. The public

information must include the agency's analysis of the effect of construction or modification on ambient air

quality, including the agency's proposed approval or disapproval.

(b) For purposes of paragraph (a) of this section, opportunity for public comment shall include, as

a minimum—

(1) Availability for public inspection in at least one location in the area affected of the

information submitted by the owner or operator and of the State or local agency's analysis of the effect on

air quality;

(2) A 30-day period for submittal of public comment; and

(3) A notice by prominent advertisement in the area affected of the location of the source

information and analysis specified in paragraph (b)(1) of this section.

(c) Where the 30-day comment period required in paragraph (b) of this section would conflict

with existing requirements for acting on requests for permission to construct or modify, the State may

submit for approval a comment period which is consistent with such existing requirements.

(d) A copy of the notice required by paragraph (b) of this section must also be sent to the

Administrator through the appropriate Regional Office, and to all other State and local air pollution

control agencies having jurisdiction in the region in which such new or modified installation will be

located. The notice also must be sent to any other agency in the region having responsibility for

implementing the procedures required under this subpart. For lead, a copy of the notice is required for all

point sources. The definition of point for lead is given in § 51.100(k)(2).



emit in a one-time permitting process, and thus avoids the need to issue separate
permits for each source within the covered source type or category.2

However, the Ohio proposal appears to incorporate facility-specific emission limits and
operating parameter requirements by reference through the boilerplate contained in the proposed forms.
If that is so, OEPA contradicts the presumption that all facilities authorized under the same general
permit will be subject to uniform terms and conditions, and is trying to conceal facility-specific permit
requirements.

The OEPA proposal contains virtually no specific numeric limits on emissions from eligible
emission units, nor does it specify pollution control device efficiencies, limits on equipment capacities,
operational or production limitations, or operating parameters necessary to ensure sources achieve and
maintain any required control efficiencies or emission limits. Instead, the scheme would incorporate by
reference emission limits and other operating parameters contained in facility-specific registration
forms.  

It appears that the information in the registration forms would be copied directly from
applicants’ registration applications.  Thus, while the proposal nominally provides uniform,
standardized permit terms and conditions, the terms and conditions themselves contain very few
substantive requirements; instead, the boilerplate language largely incorporates by reference whatever
facility-specific numeric emission limits and operating parameters the applicant provided in its initial
registration application. As a result, the actual applicable numeric emission limits and operating
parameters may vary widely from one facility to the next. Yet, unlike individual minor New Source
Review permits, neither individual authorizations, nor the facility-specific registration forms are subject
to public comment prior to issuance. And this new process would afford applicants virtually the same
freedom to customize their proposed facilities which the standard minor NSR permitting process would
provide, while eliminating the opportunity for public participation afforded under the standard minor
NSR permitting process. Since the rationale for not requiring a 30-day public comment period prior to
issuing a general permit registration to an individual source is premised on the assumption that
applicable terms and conditions will not vary from one general permit facility to the next, the current
OEPA proposal is inconsistent with that assumption. OEPA must either alter its permitting idea to
provide uniform terms and conditions, or provide a 30-day public comment period prior to issuing a
general permit registration to an individual source.

3.  The proposed permitting scheme does not provide specific, technically
accurate limits on potential to emit and does not establish specific operating

parameters to ensure those limits are achieved

The permit forms proposed by OEPA contain virtually no specific limits on emissions or
operating parameter requirements to ensure sources achieve and maintain limits on potential to emit.

“Potential to emit” is defined as:

71 FR 5979, 5981; Memo from Kathie Stein, USEPA, Guidance on Enforceability Requirements2

for Limiting Potential to Emit (Jan. 25, 1995), available at: http://www.epa.gov/region7/air/nsr/nsrmem

os/potoem.pdf.



. . . the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a pollutant under
its physical  and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on the
capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of fuel
combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally enforceable.3

In a memo titled “Guidance on Enforceability Requirements for Limiting
Potential to Emit,” U.S.EPA states:

[A permit-by-]rule or general permit . . . must specify technically accurate
limits on the potential to emit. . . must clearly specify the limits that apply, and
include the specific associated compliance monitoring. . . . The standards or limits
must be technically specific and accurate to limit potential to emit, identifying
any allowed deviations. . . . Further, for potential to emit limitations, the standards
set must be technically sufficient to provide assurance to EPA and the public that
they actually represent a limitation on the potential to emit for the category of
sources identified. Any presumption for control efficiency must be technically
accurate and the rule must provide the specific parameters as enforceable limits to
assure that the control efficiency will be met. For example, rules setting
presumptive efficiencies for incineration controls applied to a specific or broad
category must state the operating temperature limits or range, the air flow, or any
other parameters that may affect the efficiency on which the presumptive
efficiency is based.4

EPA then directly addresses problems with proposals like Ohio’s, which would allow general
permit applicants to establish source-specific operating parameters and emission limits:

A rule that allows sources to submit the specific parameters and associated limits to be
monitored may not be enforceable because the rule itself does not set specific technical limits. The
submission of these voluntarily accepted limits on parameters or monitoring requirements would need to
be federally enforceable.

Absent a source-specific permit and appropriate review and public participation of the limits,
such a rule is not consistent with the EPA's enforceability principles.5

40 C.F.R. §§ 52.21(b)(4), 51.165(a)(1)(iii), 51.166(b)(4).3

Memo from Kathie Stein, USEPA, Guidance on Enforceability Requirements for Limiting4

Potential to Emit, supra at 8, available at: http://www.epa.gov/region7/air/nsr/nsrmemos/potoem.pdf.

Id.5



4.  The OEPA proposal fails to establish federally enforceable limits
on potential to emit because underlying emission limits and operating parameter 

requirements are not subject to public participation requirements

Major sources are not eligible for the proposed permitting method. Major source status is based
on a facility’s potential to emit applicable pollutants. Limitations must be enforceable by the OEPA and
U.S. EPA in order to constitute limits on potential to emit. But to be federally enforceable, limits must
be subject to an opportunity for public review.  Since individual facility authorizations under the OEPA6

proposal are not subject to public review, and the standard terms and conditions of it fail to provide
specific limits on emissions or establish operating parameter requirements to ensure sources achieve and
maintain limits on potential to emit, and the submission of an application does not suffice as the public
participation requirement, this scheme cannot be approved.

5.  The OEPA proposal violates the Ohio regulation against circumvention

Ohio Administrative Code § 3745-15-08 states:

No person shall cause or permit the installation or use of any device or any
means which, without resulting in reduction in the total amount of air
contaminant emitted, conceals or dilutes an emission of air contaminant which
would otherwise violate any rules of the director.

The scheme being advanced by OEPA does not result in reductions of emissions of air
contaminants, but only conceals evidence of the actual nature, types and volumes of contaminants
which would be emitted.

6.  There are no provisions for identification of, measurement of, or
mitigation of releases of radon gas, Ra-226, Ra-228, Th-232 or other

radioisotopes common to hydraulically-fractured gas

Most of the pipelines for which this streamlined compressor station regulation is contemplated
will be transporting natural gas and associated liquids extracted via hydraulic fracturing.  There is
considerable isotopic radiation emitted from the shale layers in the Utica and Marcellus geological
layers.

Radium-226 (Ra-226), Radium-228 (Ra-228), Thorium-232 (Th-232) and radon gas recur
plentifully in airborne and liquid emissions from fracking. They are elements characterized by ionizing
radiation, and there is no scientifically-identified safe level of ionizing radiation. Regulation of
radioactivity from the fracking process is largely left to the states and not covered by the Atomic Energy
Act.  But it is, or should be, covered by the Clean Air Act when it comes to compressor stations, which
will likely be using some of the very natural gas being transported as fuel for the compressor equipment.

40 CFR §§ 51.161; 71 FR 5979, 5981; USEPA, Guidance an Enforceability Requirements for6

Limiting Potential to Emit through SIP and §112 Rules and General Permits (Jan. 25, 1995) at 8,

available at: http://www.epa.gov/region7/air/nsr/nsrmemos/potoem.pdf.



A January 2015 Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection study of the
fracking waste stream in Pennsylvania, found at http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/
community/oilgas_related_topics/20349/radiation_protection/986697 revealed that fracking
waste liquids contained levels of radioactivity in excess of 26,600 pCi/L. The federal drinking
water standard is 5 pCi/L.  It is not realistic to presume that the gas products being transported through
compressed pressure lines will not similarly contain significant, measurable radiological components.

There is no provision in the general permitting proposal to identify or measure radiation.
Workers and the public, downwind of compressor stations, will routinely be exposed to invisible,
odorless, and dangerous isotopes in the atmosphere around these facilities.  While many of the fracking-
related isotopes are alpha emitters, which could be blocked by a sheet of paper, they are seriously
damaging to cellular structures and DNA if inhaled because at that point, they are able to bombard
surrounding tissues with radiation.  

The potential to emit radiological products must be immediately and thoroughly addressed and
included within the maximum emissions considerations of compressor stations operating at full
capacity, so as to evoke federal enforcement.  Without formal and studied recognition of this hazard, the
substitution of general permits for compressor stations and equipment, where air contaminants and
pollutants are only generically identified, is violative of the circumvention rule and of the Clean Air
Act. 

7.  Conclusion

The public is being pushed out of its federally-guaranteed role under the Clean Air Act by the
proposed general permitting rules.

Critical information about pollutants and contaminants, both chemical and radiological, hae been
unaddressed by the proposal.

These matters are likely violative of state and federal law and regulation and must be
reconsidered. The proposed rules are fatally defective in several ways and must be rewritten or
abandoned.
For the below organizations and activists,

/s/ Terry J. Lodge
Terry J. Lodge
Counsel for Freshwater Accountability Project

 
Leatra Harper
Fresh Water Accountability Project
Consortium of individuals and
organizations
Grand Rapids, OH

Teresa Mills
Buckeye Forest Council

Columbus, OH

Sandra Bilek
Concerned Citizens of Medina County
Medina OH

Kathie Jones
Sustainable Medina County



Wadsworth. OH 44282

Gwen Fisher
Concerned Citizens Hiram
Portage County, OH

Mary Greer
Concerned Citizens Shalersville
Portage County, OH

Paul Feezel
Carroll Concerned Citizens
Carrollton, OH

Kathryn Hanratty
Enviroscapes Landscapte Design
Chardon, OH 44024

Chris Borello - Pres.
Concerned Citizens of Lake Twp./
Uniontown IEL Superfund Site;
Stark County Concerned Citizens

Greg Pace
Guernsey County Citizens Support on
Drilling
Guernsey County, OH

Heather Cantino
Athens County Frack Action Network
Athens, OH

West Shore FaCT
Faith Communities Together for a
Sustainable Future
Dorothy Faller
Olmsted Falls, OH

Cleveland environmental Action
Network
Ann Caruso
Cleveland, OH

Frackfree Mahoning Valley
Susie Beiersdorfer
Youngstown, OH

Guardians of Mill Creek Park
Lynn Anderson
Youngstown, OH

Defenders of the Earth Outreach
Mission
Rev Monica Beasley-Martin
Youngstown, OH

We Are Not Expendable
John Williams
Niles, OH

Marcia Wolff
Sustainable Akron
Akron, OH

Green Environmental Coalition
Vickie Hennessy, President
Yellow Springs, OH

Kathy Flora
Frack-Free Geauga
Geauga County

Teresa Mills
Center for Health, Environment, and
Justice
Ohio field office
Grove City, OH

Radioactivewastealert.org
Carolyn Harding
Bexley, OH. 43209

Mardy Townsend
Ashtabula County Water Watch
Ashtabula, Ohio

Peter Gibbons-Ballew & Madeline ffitch
Appalachia Resist
Athens, OH

Ruth Partin
Concerned Citizens Monroe County
Sycamore Valley, OH



Ron Prosek, President
Faith Communities Together for a
Sustainable Future (FaCT)
Statewide Ohio Organization

Frackfree America National Coalition
(based in Youngstown)
Diana Ludwig
Youngstown, OH

Northeast Ohio Gas & Oil Project
Dan Philipps, President
Leroy Twp, Ohio

Food & Water Watch
Alison Auciello
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dr. Raymond Beiersdorfer, PhD
Geology and Environmental Sciences
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio

Henrietta Bibbs
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, OH

Valerie Dearing
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, OH

Ray Vershum
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, Oh

Judith Veshum
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, OH

Kathleen Berry
Citizen of Ohio
Mahoning County, OH

Heidi Kroeck
Citizen of Ohio
Mahoning County, OH

Maria Montanez
Citizen of Ohio
Mahoning County, OH

Diana Shaheen
Citizen of Ohio
Mahoning County, OH

Andrea Reik
Citizen of Ohio
Athens, OH

Kathleen Webb
Citizen of Ohio
Geauga County, OH

Anne Caruso
Citizen of Ohio
Cleveland, OH

Lori Babbey
Citizen of Ohio
Portage County, OH

Chris Khumprakob
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, OH

Jeanette Engle
Citizen of Ohio
Youngstown, OH


